Trip report, Borovets Bulgaria
Borovets, well established ski resort on the northern slopes of the Rila mountains. The town sits at
1350 mts above sea level.
Main airport, Sofia, approx 3.5 hours flying time from East Midlands. Sofia is 73 km from the
resort.
Currency, the BGN, Bulgarian lev (just over 2:1 against GBP) £250 worth 564.13 BGN at the time
of writing. Reasonable costs compared with many other European resorts, but prices have risen in
recent years. We took local currency with us, and exchanged cash while there.
The resort wouldn't be described as a primary Nordic ski destination, but does have groomed cross
country ski track in the nearby pine forest, with an emphasis on biathlon. It has a couple of steep
gradients, which weren't groomed at the time of visit.
Where the tracks were groomed, they were re cut on Monday evening for their National Winter
Championships.
Heavy snowfall on Tuesday made it very hard going on the slopes, and I came off early. I rented
classic wax less skis complete with SNS boots and bindings for 15 levs (about £7 sterling) for an
afternoon session.
I had a couple of afternoons later in the week, on my own metal edge back country skis in the forest
tracks.

The resort caters mostly for downhill skiers and boarders, and you have to search a bit harder for
cross country info online.
Some comments suggest that they're having one of the best seasons for some time, with very cold
temps in January, and heavy snowfall.

Cut tracks mostly around the biathlon circuit

Preparation for the Junior Event with the target range just off picture

Competitors practising on the lower, flatter section of the Yastrebetz downhill slope. Access to the
biathlon/cross country tracks is made here, close to the gondola base station.
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